A Next Generation Business Model: Bridging The Gap In Support Of The Defense Industry
Executive Summary

In a white paper published August 2016 we took a comprehensive look at how a Next Generation Business Model can be purpose-built to meet the challenges we and our allies face. Challenges requiring technologically robust defenses that are developed and deployed rapidly, and cost-effectively, to meet an ever evolving threat environment. In that paper (Meeting Today’s Defense Challenges: Evolving Our Next Generation Business Model) we discuss emerging threats ranging from the Islamic State (ISIS), China, an unpredictable relationship with Russia, the on-going North Korean threat, Iran, and instability in the Middle East and Northern Africa. We then speak in some detail about the changing US defense procurement landscape as it relates to the Department of Defense and how a Next Generation Business Model approach can and indeed already is helping in that regard. That paper remains an excellent reference piece. You can view and/download a pdf of that paper by visiting www.mrcy.com/nextgen.

However, since the publication of that paper, much has changed.

• Geopolitical instability and uncertainty remain and in some instances have even increased;

• Long-standing institutions such as NATO, the European Union (EU), World Trade Organization, the UN, and others are struggling to deal with new challenges and in some circles their role in the world is being questioned;

• New political leadership in the United States brings new priorities and possible shifts in global politics;

• The new US President and Cabinet mean potentially different priorities and policies within the DoD.

A changing world order

Thesis: For all players in the defense industrial base to succeed they need to have a clear eyed view of world events, geopolitical trends and domestic challenges.

There is no way to say for sure how geopolitical events, government policymaking initiatives, and the overall complexion of the DoD will play out. However, we can say for sure that the landscape is shifting. As stated in a thoughtful piece in The Hill, a non-partisan inside the beltway publication reaching thousands of influencers and policymakers:

“Donald Trump has followed up on campaign promises…. Trump has emerged, somewhat incongruously, as both a defense hawk and a budget hawk, calling for vast increases in the military budget while criticizing waste, fraud, and abuse…. “

The Hill piece goes on to say… “Trump’s increases….could turn out to be very real. And he’ll have some powerful allies on his side come April when his first budget request is expected to be released.

“Sen. John McCain (R-Ariz), chairman of the Senate Armed Services Committee, has put forth his own Trump-esque blueprint for a buildup. The paper, released in January, calls for $640Billion in defense spending in fiscal year 2018….”

Finally in that same piece, The Hill notes that nothing is guaranteed… “Republicans- who have, in the past, favored greater defense spending may bristle at the prospect of a buildup the likes of which has not been seen since Ronald Reagan.”

What is certain is that the assumptions, projections and expectations of recent years are mostly being questioned and in some cases dismissed altogether.

Progress is being made

Thesis: Defense acquisition reforms of the last few years have resulted in some real progress and cost savings. However, the underlying issues around how we develop, procure and deploy technology within the DoD have yet to be adequately addressed.

In our August, 2016 Next Generation Business Model whitepaper, we talk in detail about defense procurement reform. These reforms are, among other things, driving the need for the open systems architectures and pre-integrated subsystems demanded by the DoD in support of multiple platforms, programs and missions. The upshot is that there has been material progress in this area, although much work remains.

On October 24, 2016 the DoD issued its annual report on “Performance of the Defense Acquisition System.” The report is over 200 pages long and far too detailed to summarize here, but some key points are worth noting:
competition in the marketplace, and the true transformation of the procurement workforce that is called for in all three BBP documents.

Further, there is an element of uncertainty around the DoD along with its corresponding priorities and approaches. New Secretary of Defense James Mattis has a military rather than a civilian background, a distinct departure from his most recent predecessors. Additionally, changes in leadership at AT&L and other operational units of the DoD create potential uncertainty in how defense acquisition and ongoing acquisition reform will be handled.

It is worth noting that General Mattis has had valuable civilian experience in addition to his distinguished military career, including service on the Board of Directors of General Dynamics and as an Annenberg Distinguished Visiting Fellow at the Hoover Institution. Time will tell how the DoD will be reshaped under his leadership.

The DoD and The Defense Industrial Base: An Incomplete Model

Thesis: The DoD and the Defense Industrial Base have made meaningful progress in driving acquisition reform, reducing costs and rising to increasing global challenges. Yet there remains a critical missing element rendering the complex matrix of contributors to our defense incomplete. Commercial investment in innovation can help bridge the gap in support of affordable technology innovation in defense.

The Pentagon and all elements of the armed services and their corresponding labs (NRL, AFRL and others), government sponsored labs like DARPA, and non-profit labs such as Lincoln Laboratory and Draper Laboratory, all contribute meaningful and actionable research and development.

The large prime contractors also invest a small percentage, typically between 2% to 3% of revenues, into internal R&D. While small as a percentage of sales, given the substantial annual revenues of the biggest primes, the investment is substantial and badly needed.
Yet, given the increased global threats and relentless geopolitical uncertainty, this level of investment isn’t sufficient to match the continuous need for more and better technologies at an ever-increasing pace. However, there is a missing component in support of the funding and development of technology capabilities and solutions supporting our nation’s and our allies’ defense. That missing link is the failure to fully leverage the enormous technology investment of commercially-oriented organizations that can be applied in support of the DoD. There are many commercial businesses that already support the defense industry, many of them primarily technology firms, and they as well as others, could become a much bigger part of the picture helping to fund and drive innovation moving forward.

A Layered Approach to Technology Investment

For perspective, think of how commercial technology companies approach technology development. In the commercial technology world organizations invest a substantial percentage of their annual sales into self-funded R&D. The data varies by year and even by quarter but here are a few examples: Microsoft 13%, Cisco 14%, Google 18%, Applied Materials 15%, Facebook 30%. Regardless of their age or technology focus, the internal investment in R&D is substantial.

An even more relevant example of a large technology participant is Intel, investing around 20% of its revenue in R&D - a high percentage. Mercury, in turn, often incorporates commercially available third-party technologies into its solutions, benefiting from on-going investment by those third parties. As we use others’ microprocessing technologies, we then apply our own technologies and other innovations, supported by our own self-funded R&D investments. As a result, there is an enormous compounding effect as multiple enterprises are advancing multiple technologies into highly integrated solutions. All of this happens at little or no cost (or risk) to the government, yet provides significant support to our defense customers and end users. We ultimately build technologies that are designed specifically to meet the needs of the DoD, but we do so by leveraging commercially developed technologies, integrating these innovations directly into what we are doing for our customers.

Much like the companies noted above, Mercury currently invests between 12%-15% of its revenue annually into internal, self-funded R&D. Why? Stated simply, we do this for much the same reason as the global commercial technology companies mentioned above. It’s the only way to succeed. We invest, or co-invest with our customers, in key technologies anticipating the evolving needs of the key defense programs and missions. As a commercial company, we have learned that we cannot survive let alone thrive with an R&D budget percent-age in the low single digits of revenue. Just like the global technology organizations noted earlier, we have to innovate early and often. At our core, we are a technology company. Our end customers are for the most part defense industry participants, so our own investment in R&D is specifically designed to complement that of our customers. But the key is that we follow, and fund, a layered, commercial, technology development model.

Our thesis revolves around the fact that we believe the defense industrial base can and in fact does work, even if not perfectly. There is cutting edge work being done across the DoD, the primes, within the specific armed services and within both government and non-profit labs. However, tapping more efficiently into the vast potential investment of commercially based organizations like Mercury, the innovation and investment needed to fuel the exponential growth in much needed applied technology development could be significantly bigger. Mercury Systems is just a small part of the puzzle. Imagine though, if there were a thriving ecosystem of companies investing 12%-15% of their revenue in a sustained effort to address defense technology needs. The innovation being asked for by the Pentagon could happen faster, more affordably, and on a vastly greater scale than it happens today.

In addition, this could free up current government funding for supplemental work, helping to address other, or additional, defense priorities, or could be used for just plain savings. We believe Mercury Systems has, driven by customer needs, evolved a business model that works. It could also serve as a test bed for demonstrating how the commercial industrial base can be leveraged to support defense, and add momentum to the innovation engine. All of this would help ensure that we and our allies can meet the challenging times we face.

Mercury Systems’ Next Generation Business Model

Thesis: Our Next Generation Business Model is gaining traction. We are just one Tier 2 supplier in a huge industry. However, we believe the defense industrial base can build a nimble, innovative, sustainable business model structure driving rapid, cost-effective applied technology innovation.

Our Next Generation Business Model speaks to a continuing challenge within the DoD and the overall defense industrial base. Very few companies, from large primes, to Tier 2 and Tier 3 providers of technologies, have found a way to invest significantly in internal R&D, while also profitably running their business. Why? The reasons are many but part of the answer lies in what was uncovered in the 2016 DoD Procurement Annual Report. While there is some evidence, although not conclusive, that the BBP initiatives have helped with cost containment, there is no evidence, conclusive or otherwise, that recent defense acquisition initiatives have fostered innovation, created a more competitive commercial environment, or helped make the US and our allies better prepared for the challenges that lie ahead. The reason, we believe, lies in the fact that DoD directives like BBP speak to driving innovation. However, the conversation around innovation, the drive for
open systems architectures and shared technologies, is not supported
with a complementary way of operating to encourage such behavior.
In fact, often the promotion of shared solutions and incenting open
systems has created a “race to the bottom” where all members of the
supply chain are driving to “should cost” budgets but forgoing the long-
term objectives needed to drive both efficiency and profitability.

The challenge is, how can we ensure that the defense industrial base
and the DoD can make it work across organizations, both government
and commercial?

How Commercial Companies Approach R&D

**Thesis:** Commercial enterprises supporting the DoD can
successfully undertake internal R&D efforts in a targeted
way if the features and solutions are re-usable and
portable across different platforms supporting a variety of missions.

Let’s think about how commercial technology-centric companies ap-
proach the problem. Like all companies, they have limited funds to
spend on any effort they may undertake. No one hands them a set of
specifications for what will be successful. The market, and particularly
the market’s interest in potential products, is uncertain and can change
rapidly. There is often a high degree of price sensitivity for whatever
they seek to sell. Finally, the competition is relentless. As a result,
companies focus on doing their homework, determining where the
unmet technology needs may be and how they might be solved, invest-
ing carefully and pricing competitively. It also requires driving hard to
innovate and stay ahead of the curve to avoid being overtaken by the
next competitor. Against all this uncertainty, one might think that such
companies would invest less, not more, for fear of never recouping
their investment. Instead, as is evidenced by several of the technology
companies mentioned earlier, they typically invest more heavily — and
entirely at risk — in self-funded R&D. At the same time, they seek to
leverage these investments across multiple opportunities in the hope of
finding more ways to earn reasonable returns on their often large and
risky investments, essentially spreading the investment risk across a
portfolio of opportunities with the goal of earning upside if they enjoy
success in multiple areas.

We leverage this self-funded R&D approach at Mercury Systems. Using
our substantial, at-risk, investment in R&D, we build solutions that
work successfully in support of key defense platforms. The approach
is not without its failures, but it is by no means a shot in the dark.
 We minimize our overall investment risk, and by extension that of
our customers, by making sure we build solutions that offer modular-
ity, standardization, and where possible adhere to critical existing or
emerging open systems architecture requirements. Unlike the technol-
ogy companies mentioned earlier, our customers are largely defense
focused. Yet the same logic applies for us as it does for them. Build
innovative technologies that can be used and re-used effectively and be
prepared to compete on value. Finally, we make sure we offer critical
technology differentiation. Features that are built-in, not bolted on.

Pre-Integrated Subsystems and the “5s” model

One of the ways we have made our Next Generation Business Model work, satisfying
our customers as well as investors, is that we can provide cutting edge technol-
gy solutions both rapidly and cost effectively, all while meeting critical schedule
and technical requirements. A key to doing that is in providing what we refer to as pre-
integrated subsystems.

Mercury is neither a platform provider nor an end integrator. We generally leave
that to our customers, either large prime contractors or the government. We refer
to these subsystems as being “pre-integrated”, which means they have all the
needed technology elements, such as RF content, digital and/or secure
processing, along with open middleware and other application ready
software already built-in. The customer can then utilize this pre-inte-
grated solution as an integral part of a new platform or to modernize
an older platform. The requisite classified applications, government IP,
electronic warfare and countermeasure techniques, or other elements
can all easily be integrated on top of the pre-integrated technology
solutions.

On top of this, we leverage the best and most recent commercially
available technology and open systems architectures. The government
has been asking, through multiple directives, for the use of modular
open systems architectures for over 20 years. However, the defense
industry has been slow to respond. Today with the multiple challenges
we face, an increasingly uncertain world, and numerous strategic and
tactical threats, the industry is now paying attention. Mercury has
been driving open standards based solutions with the development and
ratification of OpenVPX in 2010. Open VPX makes it easier and more
cost effective to deliver innovations in support of key programs. More
recently we have driven innovations in support of more standardization

**OpenRFM™**

in support of the growing requirements around building innovative and
affordable EW solutions. That is why, in 2014, we launched the Open-
RFM initiative. Since the announcement of Open RFM we have worked
with key customers to develop more standardized ways of building advanced EW technologies and solutions. Even though OpenRFM is not yet a ratified standard, it is already contributing to an environment where standardization in the RF realm and the combining of RF and digital innovations has become a realistic notion. All this supports our growing body of critical EW solutions.

We would not be able to develop solutions, from prototype to production, and affordably deliver pre-integrated solutions were it not for our unique 5s framework. This framework serves as an underlying foundation to help drive the way we invest in and deploy technologies for our customers.

Our 5s model is built around: Speed (for the highest performing processing), SWaP (best size, weight and power), Software (the most advanced open middleware), Security (industry-leading embedded security) and Safety with the highest safety assurance design levels (DAL). The 5s framework allows us to deliver everything from miniature RF transceivers and secure processing subsystems, to secure rack-mount servers and full RF and EW subsystems.

The 5s framework is what we use to build our product road maps and it creates a litmus test for what innovations we should move forward with and what should be shelved. If we can’t find a home for an innovation within the 5s model, chances are it won’t meet our needs or the needs of our customers. This creates a rigor, discipline and focus on delivering “innovation that matters” that is becoming a strong driver of our success and growth within the industry.

Conclusion

Thesis: Uncertainty both at home and abroad is the only constant. We believe a business model that accounts for this reality and provides for substantial investment in technology solutions is essential for our company’s and our nation’s success.

- The political climate at home, and geopolitical instability abroad, call for a defense industry that is nimble and innovative
- Recent DoD reforms, while helpful, do not address the underlying problem of driving- and funding- rapid yet affordable applied technology innovation
- We believe the current system supporting the development and procurement of advanced technologies for our nation’s defense is incomplete
- A Next Generation Business Model can help by driving investment and co-investment where it is needed most
- It is imperative to have a specific management system or framework to turn the theory of a Next Generation Business Model into reality
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